
ilr. Kent Carroll 
Carroll a Graf 
260 Fiftn Avenue 
New York, NY 10001 

Dear Mr. Carroll, 

recent days I've received accounts of what you are about to pub
lishirgthe book 

the'title Acme of which is damaging to a number of people your 
author, harry tiering- 

stone, imagines have conspired against him and worse. In your o
wn words, quoted in fub- _ 

Ushers Weekly, we are allegedly "furthering the conspiracy" to 
kill the President. You 

personally then charge me with at the least being an accessory 
after the fact of that 

terrible crime. I did not know whether this is real or puffery 
but the accounts I've 

gotten, admittedly hearsay, of what the book says along with st
ill new threats by your 

author that were sent me and I received yesterday have me deeply
 concerned.' 

With the clear threat in the published in€orview I got
- only yesterday I have to be 

concerned about being killed. 	words, along with the 
other spurillue and Iassure you 

I believe malidioun allegations. of assassination involvement, ar
e " will pay for it.? 

I am aware that this can be ambiguous but my knowledge ofeyour a
uthor leads me to be- 

.4 
hive that he continues to be the menace I believe he had become mo

re than a half-year 

ago. This involvee the state of my health, not that I think he 
will kill me. Bu then 

there is also his clear irrationality I believe cannot be entire
ly unknown to you, so 

who can tell. 

Yesterday, sitting and reading a hardback commercialization and
 exploitation of the 

assassination, the book merely slipped. In that simple act that 
others would not even 

Notice the akin on my forearm peeled back. My skin alone is so f
riable that from my 

acc;ental rubbIng mplose in my sleep it pee id Pack on my right 
forearm an 	inchin, 

/leee,es,  

one direction and two inehesW iikhe other directions' Merellpazing 
against th- atm= 

doorknob en with the other forearm as I walked out of my small o
ffice, and I can walk 

only slowly, did the same thing to it. In all in recent weeks 
I have had as many as 

eight complete or Pelves of 3x3 out .cal compresses on both arms
 to cover recent such 

injuries or those that had clotted, the latter for mechanical pr
otection. I have my 

blood tested thrice weekly so the clotting time can be monitored
 carefully because of 

the inhorentetanger of the medication that keeps me alive and ca
uses the skin condition 

I refer to. The adhesive tape that holds the patch on adisr the
 needle is removed causes 

subcutaneous hemorrhaging. The merest contact with anything als
o does, no anyone who 

has seen me in recent years can tell you. 

gide from other Tate serious medical conditions what I tell yo
u above means that 

the merest push can kill me. And I know your author to be capabl
e of violence. 

I do not know whether when you decided to publish what you canno
t have submitted 

to any competent peer review, not asked me anything at all about
, you cOnsidered what 

those of us you clearly indicate you know are going to be severe
ly damaged by your 
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1968 PANEL REViEW Gr PHOTCCRAPHS, X-RAY FILMS, DOCUMENTS 

AND MUM EVIDENCE PERTAINIWI TO ThE FATAL HOUNDING OF 

PRESIDENT JUAN F. KENNEDY Oil NOVEMBER 22, 1963 IN DALLAS,TEXAS 

At the request of The Honorable Ramsey Clark, Attorney 

General of the United Stntea, four physicians (hereafter sometimes 

referred to as line Panel) met in Washington, D. C. on February 26 

and 21 to examine various photoernpha, X-ray films, documents and 

other evidence pertaining to the death of President Kennedy, and 

to evaluate their significance Ln relation to the medical conclusions 

recorded in the Autopsy Report on the body of President Kennedy 

signed by Commnnder J. J. flumes, Medical Corps, United States Navy, 

Commander J. Thornton Bowan, Medical Corps, Untied States Navy and 

Lieutenant Colonel Pierre A.'Finck, Medical Corps, United Stntes 

Army and in the Supplemental Report signed by Commander Humes. 

These appear in the Warren Commission Report at pngea 538 to 545. 

The four physicians constituting The Panel we're! 

(1) Carnes, William H., M.D., Professor of Pathology, University 

of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, Member of Medical Examiner's 

Comminsion, State of Utah, nominated by Dr. J. E. Wallace 

Sterling, Freeidont of Stanford University. 

(2) Fisher, Russell S., M.D., Professor of Forensic Pathology, 

University o2 Mnryland, and Chief Medical Examiner of the 

State of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland, nominated by 

Dr. Oscar H, Hunter, Jr., President of the College of 

American Pn.hologiste. 

This is the 1968 panel report releaced by Ramsey Clerk in January 1569 to heed off 

Jim Carrieon's efforts to have the pictures and 1-rays produced in court at the trial 

of Clay :Mae. See pp. 155ff. for extensive analysis. 
Note the panel includes among its ree:ommibilities to evaluate the photographic 

materials in relation to the "medical conclusions" of Rumen' SupAementul Report. 

This the panel fails to do. The Supplemental Report is never again mentioned in thin 

,enel report. 
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Neck Rexiont 	Films de, 	9
 and 10 allowed visualisa

tion of the 
Shirt 	(CE 394) 

lower neck. 	Subcutaneou
s emphysema is present ju

st.to the right 

of the cervical spine imm
ediately above the apex o

f the right lung. 

and corresponding t, 

located 2,5 cm, 	to 

Also several small metall
ic fragments are present 

in this region. 	
shirt at a point 14 

There la no evidence of f
racture of either scapula

 or of the 

clavicles, or of the ribs
 or of any of the cervica

l and thoracic 

vertebrae. 

The foregoing observation
s indicate that the pathw

ay of the 

projectile involving the 
neck was confined to a re

gion to the 

right of the spine and su
perior to a plane passing

 through the 

upper margin of the right
 scapula, the apex of the

 right lung,and 

the right clavicle. Any o
ther pathway would have a

lmost certainly 

fractured one or more bon
es of the right shoulder 

girdle and thorax. 

Other Regions Studied: No
 bullets or fragments of 

bullets 

are demonstrated in X-ray
ed portions of the body o

ther than those 

described above. On film 
813, a small round opaque

 structure, a 

little more than 1 mm. 
in diameter, is visible j

ust to the right of 	• 

the midline at the level•
of the first sacral segme

nt of the spine. 

Its smooth characteristic
s %re not similar to tho

se of the projectile 

fragments seen in the x-r
ays of the skull and neck

. 

Examination of the Clothi
ng 

Suit Coat (CS 393) A ragg
ed oval hole about 15 m

m. long 

(vertically) is located 5
 cm. to the right of the 

midline in the 

back ofthe coat at a Poin
t about 12 cm. below the 

upper edge of 

the coat collar. A smalle
r ragged hole which is lo

cated near the 

midline and about 4 cm. b
elow the upper edge of 

the collar does not 

overlie any corresponding
 damage to the shirt or s

kin and appears 

to be unrelated to the we
nds or their causation. 

In describing the all too f
ew r-ruye of the "neck regi

on" the panel demolishes th
e 

.:arren Report and thd inte
grity of the autopsy doctor

s' testimony. Humes had swo
rn 

there •aere n2 metallic fra
o.anta in the neck visiole 

on the x-rays (2H3b1). 
399 is 

clearly yudrogmented, yet i
t lud to have cKuned the ne

ck wounds for the 
COMM/8510WU 

case to survive. Thus, the
 panel's statement 

that "several small ,..etall
ic fru6mente 

ar4 proent" in the neck rea
m', ulthou.::h lathing the 

detail and precision that m
ight 

be expected from such emine
ncee, is eufficient to prov

e that the Report and•the a
utop-

ay finding* on ahich it was
 based are irrevordibly 

wrong. 
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linear holes 15 mm. 

front of the shirt 

the knot of the nec 

Tie (CE 395) In 

the outer layer of 

diameter is locate, 

to the left of the 

The informatio 

foregoing exhibits 

following conclosi 

The decedent 

his body from behl 

One bullet etl 

the external occil 

that he was leani. 

left when this bu 

that it came from 

bullet fragmented 

it passing forbear 

of the right tad,  

The mewl does not explai 

shirt carinut accurately t. 

tt thiu point, ani, as CI 

they were of dignificantt 

coneidurably longer than 

have accurately 4eadured 



The foregoing ober 

was struck from behind 

occipital region 25 mm. 

above the external occi 

fragmented on entering 

of fine metallic debris 

explosively fracture 0 

emerged from the head, 

In addition to th 

no evidence of project 

or in the right cerebr 

passing through the fl 

Also, although the fro 

of the midline and int 

skull, no bony defect 

entering or leaving LI 

of the midline or in t 

reasonable to postulat 

in a direction other 1 

Of further note, 

presented to The Pane 

regions by what appea 

on film 02, a pair of 

the film. Neither of 

interpretation of the 

The panel's ten nsta_uktar 

must hove wounded the held frc 
left side of the head could br 

such as a frangible bullet atr 

impact. 
Note also the report of I 

was also mentioned by Numee a' 

a description of precisely whi 

no way of knowing whether this 

evidence. 

anteriorly and superiorly. None can be visualized on the left side 

of the brain and none below a horizontal plane through the floor 

of the anterior fosse of the skull. 

On one of the lateral films of the skull (02), a hole 

measuring approximately B mm. in diameter on the outer surface of 

the skull and as much as 20 mm, on the internal surface can be seen 

in profile approximately 100 =It  above the external occipital 

protuberance. The bone of the lower edge of the hole is depressed. 

Also there is, embedded in the outer table of the skull close to 

the lower edge of the hole, a large metallic fragment which on the 

antero-posterior film (01) lies 2S mm, to the right of the midline. 

This fragment as seen in the latter film is round and measures 

6.5 mm. in diameter, Immediately adjacent to the hole on the 

internal surface of the skull, there is localized elevation of the 

soft tissues. Small fregmenta of bone lie within portions of these 

tissues and within the hole itself. These changes are consistent 

with an entrance wound of the skull produced by a bullet similar 

to that of exhibit CE 399. 
7.7 

The metallic fragments visualized within the right cerebral 
	

1. 

hemisphere fall into two groups. One group consists of relatively 

large fragments, more ox less randomly distributed, The second 

group consists of finely divided fragments, distributed in a 

postero-anterior direction in a region 45 tam. long laud 8 mm. wide. 

As seen on lateral film 02 this formation overlies the position of 

the coronal suture; its long axis ie extended posteriorly passes 

through the above-mentioned hole. It appears to end anteriorly 

immediately below the badly fragmented frontal and parietal bones 

just anterior to the region of the coronal auture. 	' 

Here we learn that the entrance wound in the head, never measured by the autopsy doctors 

who preferred to locate it sorely as "slightly above" the occipital protuberance, was 

actually 100 mm. above that point. No silly millimeter here. That is 4 inches higher 

than the autopsy doctors made out, putting the wound high on the back of the President's 

head instead of near the hairline as the doctors swore to and depicted on drawings. 

This is how the panel "supported" the autopsy report. 
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